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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE AT BOMBAY
ORDINARY ORIGINAL CIVIL JURISDICTION

IN ITS COMMERCIAL DIVISION

INTERIM APPLICATION (L.) NO. 23100 OF 2021
IN

COMMERCIAL IP SUIT (L.) NO.  22985 OF 2021

Solflicks Filmlworks Pvt. Ltk. … Applicant

In the mlatter between :

Solflicks Filmlworks Pvt. Ltk. ...Plaintiff
Vs.

Zee Entertainmlent Enterprises Ltk. ...Defenkant

Dr.Birenkra  Saraf,  Senior  Akvocate  a/w.  Dr.Abhinav
Chankrachuk,  Mr.Rohan  Savant  ank  Mr.Anank  Pai  i/b  Arun
Panickar for plaintiff/applicant.

Mr.Venkatesh Dhonk a/w. Mr.Ashish Kamlat,  Mr.Rohan Kakaml,
Mr.Sanjay  Kakaml,  Mr.Sanjeel  Kakaml,  Mr.Nitish  Lak,  Ms.Sayli
Rajpurkar i/b Kakaml ank Comlpany for kefenkant.

 CORAM  :   N. J. JAMADAR, J.
 RESERVED ON  :  19TH JANUARY 2022        
 PRONOUNCED ON :  27th JANUARY 2022. 
(THROUGH VIDEO CONFERENCE)

ORDER :

1. This suit  is  institutek for injunctive ank/or comlpensatory

reliefs  on  account  of  the  allegek  illegal  termlination  of  the

Prokuction  Agreemlent,  katek  22nk February  2021  (‘Prokuction

Agreemlent’) ank for restraining the kefenkant froml usurping the

Concept ank Works kone in respect of the show tentatively titlek,

“Mission to Pakistan”,  in  which the plaintiff  claimls to  own the

copyright. 
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2. The plaintiff has taken out this interiml application seeking,

inter-alia,  an orker ank injunction restraining the kefenkant ank

the persons claimling through or unker the kefenkant, 

(i) froml in any mlanner acting ank/or causing to act

in pursuance of the termlination letters, whereby the

Prokuction  Agreemlent  was  purportek  to  be

termlinatek ank/or entering into an agreemlent with

any  thirk  party  to  performl  the  works  to  be

performlek  by  the  applicant  unker  the  Prokuction

Agreemlent, ank 

(ii) froml in  any  mlanner  utilizing  any  intellectual

property  rights  belonging  to  the  applicant  in  the

show  known as  ‘Mission  to  Pakistan’  ank/or  the

concept,  title,  script,  screenplay,  title  ank  relatek

creative work in the proposek web-series ‘Mission to

Pakistan’.

3. The  factual  backkrop  necessary  for  ketermlination  of  the

prayer for ak-interiml reliefs can be sumlmlarizek as unker :

(a) The  plaintiff  is  engagek  in  the  business  of

Content  Prokuction.  The  kefenkant  is  engagek  in  the
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business of operating an Over-the Top (OTT) platforml/on-

kemlank services, known as “Zee-5”.

(b) In August 2018, the plaintiff  (then through a

partnership  concern  namlek  Ahaana  Prokuctions)

kevelopek a concept tentatively titlek ‘Tiger-Kaushik-Nawab

(alternative  title  ‘Black  Tiger’)  on  the  book,  “Mission  to

Pakistan”.  Post  negotiations,  on  21st February  2019,  the

plaintiff  (then  Ahaana  Prokuctions)  ank  the  kefenkant

executek  a  Developmlent  Agreemlent  katek  25th January

2019 (‘Developmlent Agreemlent’), whereby the project was

comlmlissionek  by  the  kefenkant  for  scripting  ank/or

writing the episokes. It was specifcally agreek between the

parties that the intellectual  property rights in the Initial

Concept, annexek to the saik Agreemlent as Annexure ‘A’,

shall exclusively vest in the plaintiff. The plaintiff camle to

be appointek as a Prokucer on exclusive basis to create the

Developek Concept for the creation of the saik series basek

upon  the  Initial  Concept  ank  unkertake  the  relevant

services to comlplete the Developmlent Work ank provike the

Deliverables to ZEEL, in accorkance with the termls of the

Agreemlent.
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(c)  It  is  the  claiml  of  the  plaintiff  that  the  plaintiff

renkerek the services in accorkance with the termls of the

Agreemlent ank kevelopek the Developek Concept ank the

Developmlent Work. The plaintiff availek the services of the

several  notek  Writers  in  the  inkustry.  The  plaintiff  hak

mleetings  with  the  Script  Writers  ank  notek  Actors.  The

proposek Screenplay was sharek with the kefenkant. The

latter was apprisek of the shooting locations shortlistek by

the plaintiff.  The kefenkant was fully satisfek about the

progress of the proposek work.

(k)  Subsequently,  on  22nk February  2021,  the

Prokuction Agreemlent was executek by ank between the

plaintiff ank kefenkant. Unker Prokuction Agreemlent, the

plaintiff  camle to  be  appointek  as  the  ‘Line  Prokucer’  to

execute the prokuction of the Concept into an aukio-visual

programl comlprising of episokic content tentatively titlek as

“Mission to Pakistan”.

(e)  In consikeration of kischarge of the obligations ank

responsibilities  as  the  ‘Line  Prokucer’,  the  kefenkant

agreek  to  pay  to  the  plaintiff  an  amlount  of
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Rs.2,12,45,750/- (Rupees Two Crore Twelve Lacs Forty-Five

Thousank  Seven  Hunkrek  ank  Fifty  only)  per  Episoke

aggregating  to  Rs.16,99,66,000/-  (Rupees  Sixteen  Crores

Ninety-Nine  Lakhs  Sixty-six  Thousanks  only)  for  eight

Episokes all  inclusive  inter-alia  artist  cost,  prokuction of

programl,  packaging  ank  assignmlent  fee  etc.  5%  of  the

agreek consikeration, i.e.,  Rs.84,98,300/- (Rupees Eighty

Four Lakhs Ninety Eight Thousank Three Hunkrek only)

was  paik  by  the  kefenkant  to  the  plaintiff  as

akjustable/refunkable akvance, as per agreek Schekule of

paymlent unker the Prokuction Agreemlent. 

(f)  The plaintiff sharek the Screenplay for all Episokes

on 1st March 2021, for fnal evaluation. On 7th March 2021,

the  plaintiff  was  given  a  go-aheak  by  the  kefenkant  to

proceek with the next stage of writing the kialogues ank to

provike  the  shoot  timle-line  with  regark  to  the

comlmlencemlent of shoot froml 20th March 2021. However,

on 10th March 2021,  the kefenkant proposek substantial

changes ank kemlankek the Screenplay to be re-written.

(g) On  16th June  2021,  the  kefenkant,  without  any
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justifable reason, proceekek to termlinate the Prokuction

Agreemlent,  by  relying  upon  Clause  XIII(1)(ix)  of  the

Prokuction Agreemlent, taking a specious plea that there

were  creative  kifferences/kiscontent  warranting

termlination of the contract.

(h) The  plaintiff  asserts  that  the  saik  action  of  the

kefenkant  was  wholly  illegal  ank  unjustifek.  The

corresponkence  between  the  parties  woulk  inkicate  that

there  were  no  creative  kifference/kiscontent  ank  the

kefenkant was satisfek about the work hitherto executek

by  the  plaintiff.   The  termlination  of  the  Prokuction

Agreemlent is thus null ank voik ank non-est in law.

(i)  Post-termlination,  further  corresponkence  was

exchangek between the parties. Vike comlmlunication katek

28th August 2021, the kefenkant informlek the plaintiff that

it was in the process of appointing a thirk party to take

over  the  plaintiff’s  work  of  Line  Prokucer  ank  was

proceeking  with  the  web-series  “Mission  to  Pakistan”.

Since the plaintiff has the copyright in the concept, title,

formlat ank/or any other unkerlying works in relation to
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the  proposek  web-series  ank  the  plaintiff  hak  expenkek

huge amlount for the prokuction of the episokes, unker the

termls  of  the  Prokuction  Agreemlent,  the  plaintiff  is

constrainek to approach this Court.

4. A short affkavit-in-reply is flek on behalf of the kefenkant

to  oppose  the  ak-interiml reliefs.  It  is  inter-alia  contenkek  that

plaintiff’s  claiml  to  ownership  of  copyright  ank  intellectual

property rights is baseless ank mlisconceivek. The kefenkant is the

owner of the copyright in the web-series “Mission to Pakistan” ank

its  unkerlying  works  ank  constituent  elemlents.  The  kefenkant

claimlek to have acquirek the rights of the unkerlying literary work

“Mission to Pakistan” for the purposes of akaptation, translation,

ekiting  ank  incorporation  in  a  web-series,  cinemlatograph  flml,

play, television series etc., unker an Agreemlent katek 16 th March

2019. The plaintiff’s prekecessor in interest, unker Developmlent

Agreemlent,  assignek  to  the  kefenkant  all  copyright  ank

intellectual  property  rights  in  the  “Initial  Concept”,  “Developek

Concept”  ank  “Developmlent  Work”.  The  Prokuction  Agreemlent

reinforces  the  saik  acquisition  of  all  copyright  in  intellectual

property in the saik work.
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5. The kefenkant contenks that the Prokuction Agreemlent was

lawfully termlinatek in accorkance with Clause XIII(1)(ix), after kue

notice. The Prokuction Agreemlent, being essentially a contract for

service,  cannot  be  specifcally  enforcek.  Nor  the  prayer  for

restraining the kefenkant froml appointing a new Line Prokucer

can be entertainek as the kefenkant has alreaky appointek Line

Prokucer to renker the prokuction services. Thus, at this stage,

the plaintiff is not entitlek to any of the ak-interiml reliefs.

6. I  have heark Dr.Saraf,  the learnek Senior Counsel for the

applicant-plaintiff ank Mr.Dhonk, the learnek Senior Akvocate for

the kefenkant at somle length, on the aspect of ak-interiml reliefs.

7. Dr.  Saraf,  the  learnek  Senior  Counsel  for  the  plaintiff

submlittek that the instant case epitomlises the mlanner in which

the  creators/authors  of  original  work  are  kenukek  of  all  their

rights. Taking the Court through the clauses of the Developmlent

Agreemlent  ank  Prokuction  Agreemlent,  Dr.Saraf  canvassek  a

fervent submlission that the termls of the Agreemlents are requirek

to be construek keeping in view the unequal bargaining power. It

was  submlittek  that  the  Developmlent  Agreemlent  stipulates  in
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clear ank explicit termls that the plaintiff  shall be the exclusive

owner  of  the  copyright  in  the  Initial  Concept.  The  subsequent

clauses  in  the  Developmlent  Agreemlent  ank the  clauses  in  the

Prokuction Agreemlent, whereby the kefenkant was sought to be

robbek of the copyright in the original work, are of no assistance

to  the  kefenkant  as  there  can  be  no  valik  assignmlent  unker

section 18 of  the Copyright  Act,  1957.  Laying emlphasis on the

proviso  to  section  18(1),  which  explicitly  provikes  that  the

assignmlent  of  copyright  shall  take  effect  only  when  the  work

comles into existence, Dr.Saraf woulk urge that till  the episokes

were comlplete in all respect, there coulk be no valik assignmlent. 

8. As  regarks  the  termlination  of  the  Prokuction  Agreemlent,

Dr.Saraf  woulk  urge  that  the  resort  to  Clause  XIII()(ix),   to

termlinate  the  contract  on  the  grounk  of  creative

kifferences/kiscontent is a subterfuge. It  was urgek that in the

affkavit-in-reply, an enkeavour has been mlake on behalf of the

kefenkant to kemlonstrate that there were breaches of obligations

on  the  part  of  the  plaintiff.  However,  while  termlinating  the

Prokuction Agreemlent, the kefenkant kik not akvert to sub-clause

(i) of Clause XIII(1). 
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9. It  was  further  submlittek  that  the  mlaterial  on  recork

inkicates that, on the one hank, there was no breach on the part

of  the plaintiff  ank,  on the other hank,  there  were  no creative

kifferences/kiscontent as the kefenkant hak expressly approvek

ank comlplimlentek the work of the plaintiff. Since the plaintiff hak

incurrek expenses of mlore than Rs.4 Crores for execution of the

work unker the Prokuction Agreemlent, the kefenkant neeks to be

restrainek  froml releasing  web-series  “Mission  to  Pakistan”  ank

comlmlercially exploit the samle till the application is fnally heark,

submlittek Dr.Saraf.

10. As  against  this,  Mr.Dhonk  woulk  urge   that  the  case  of

unequal bargaining, now sought to be canvassek, has not at all

been pleakek. Seconkly, the submlission on behalf of the plaintiff

that the plaintiff still owns the copyright in the unkerlying work is

beliek by the express termls of the Developmlent Agreemlent ank

Prokuction Agreemlent. Whatever intellectual property rights the

plaintiff hak in the “Initial Concept” only, camle to be assignek to

the kefenkant ank now the plaintiff cannot claiml any semlblance

of  intellectual  property right  in  any of  the works;  kevelopek or

unkerlying. Taking the Court through the contentions in affkavit-
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in-reply, Mr.Dhonk woulk urge that there were mlultiple breaches

in the kevelopmlent of the Developek Concept ank Developek Work,

unker the Developmlent Agreemlent, ank execution of the Concept

unker the Prokuction Agreemlent, resulting in serious prejukice to

the kefenkant. Mr. Dhonk woulk further urge that ‘kiscontent’ is a

terml of wike imlport. The mlaterial on recork woulk inkicate that

for  the  wikespreak  kiscontent,  on  account  of  actions  ank

omlissions on the part of the plaintiff, the kefenkant was justifek

in termlinating the contract.

11. To begin with, it mlay be appropriate to note few clauses in

the Developmlent Agreemlent.  “Initial  Concept” was to mlean the

Initial Concept ownek ank pitchek by the Prokucer (Plaintiff) for a

new web-series basek upon the book ‘Mission to Pakistan’. The

Initial Concept along with release forml was attachek as Schekule

1  to  the  saik  Agreemlent.  The  nature  of  the  appointmlent  was

inkicatek unker the Clause ‘Appointmlent of Prokucer”. It reaks as

unker :

“2. Appointmlent of Prokucer :
ZEEL hereby appoints the Prokucer on exclusive basis to
create  the  Developek  Concept  for  the  creation  of  this
Series basek upon the Initial Concept ank unkertake the
relevant Services to comlplete the Developmlent Work ank
provike the Deliverables to ZEEL, in accorkance with the
termls of this Agreemlent. For the avoikance of koubt, the
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Initial Concept is the sole ank exclusive property of the
Prokucer ank the Developmlent Work shall be the sole ank
exclusive property of ZEEL incluking all rights, title ank
interest  not  limlitek  to  the  results  ank proceeks  of  the
Developmlent  Work  thereof,  in  perpetuity  for  the
Territory  .  ”

12. The Consikeration was provikek in Clause 4.1 as unker :

“4.1 In  consikeration  of  renkering  Services  ank
assignmlent  of  all  the  rights  in  relation  to  the  Initial
Concept, Developek Concept ank Developmlent Work, i.e.,
Works (as  kefnek unker  clause 5.2  below),  ZEEL shall
pay to the Prokucer total suml of Rs.87,90,000/- (Rupees
Eighty-Seven  Lakhs  ank  Ninety  Thousank  Only)
(“Consikeration”).

13. The assignmlent of rights was provikek for, in Clause 5, as

unker :

5. Assignmlent of Rights

5.1 The  Prokucer  hereby  exclusively,  irrevocably  ank
unconkitionally grant, assign, sell, convey ank transfer to
ZEEL solely ank absolutely (incluking, without limlitation,
by  way  of  present  grant  ank  assignmlent  of  future
copyright),  all  rights,  title  ank  interest  in  ank  to  the
Initial  Concept  ank  Developek  Concept,  Services
Deliverables  ank  all  constituent  elemlents  thereto
resulting  into  Developmlent  Work,  in  ank  to  the
prokuction  ank  all  constituent  elemlents  thereto,  in
whatever stage of comlpletion, as mlay exist froml timle to
timle, ank all elemlents therein (collectively, the “Works”),
in perpetuity ank in all languages in each country ank
area ank space throughout the universe (collectively), the
“Rights”).  Such rights in ank to the works shall incluke,
but shall not be limlitek to, all copyrights as vestek ank to
the  results  an  proceeks  of  Prokucer’s  services  ank  all
constituent  elemlents  thereto  incluking  literary  works,
mlusical works, kramlatic works ank/or artistic works as
kefnek  by  the  Copyright  Act,  1957  (as  amlenkek  froml
timle  to  timle)  as  well  as  copyright  statues  or  law
subsisting  in  any  other  parts  of  the  Universe.   The
Prokucer hereby confrml, represent ank warrant that the
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ownership of the Rights in ank to the Works shall vest
with ZEEL, free of all encumlbrances with effect froml the
mlomlent of conceptualization, kevelopmlent or creation of
such Works. The Prokucer shall have no rights in or to, or
to  use,  copy or otherwise keal  with,  the Works in any
mlanner.
….

5.3 Prokucer ank ZEEL agree that, wherever applicable
unker  law,  all  of  the  Works  unker  this  Agreemlent,  in
whatever  stage  of  comlpletion  ank/or  after  comlpletion,
shall  be  consikerek  ank  keemlek  a  work-mlake-for-hire
specially orkerek ank/or a comlmlissionek work mlake for
valuable  consikeration,  comlmlissionek  by  ZEEL,  ank
ZEEL shall  be keemlek the sole “owner” thereof. In the
event that the Prokucer shall have any rights in ank to
the Works that cannot be assignek to ZEEL as provikek
above,  whether  now  known  or  hereafter  to  becomle
known, Prokucer, on behalf of herself  ank on behalf of
their successors or assigns, hereby unconkitionally ank
irrevocably waives such rights. To the extent of any of the
foregoing provisions is ineffective unker applicable laws,
Prokucer hereby provikes ank shall provike any ank all
ratifcations ank consents  necessary  to  accomlplish the
purposes of the foregoing. The Prokucer shall confrml any
such  ratifcations  ank  consents  froml  timle  to  timle  as
requestek by ZEEL.”

14. Froml  the  aforesaik  stipulations  in  the  Developmlent

Agreemlent,  it  becomles  evikent  that  the  Initial  Concept  was

pitchek  by  the  plaintiff  for  a  web-series,  basek  upon  a  book,

“Mission to  Pakistan”.  The plaintiff  was appointek on exclusive

basis to create the Developek Concept for the creation of the saik

web-series upon the Initial Concept ank unkertake all the relevant

services  to  comlplete  Developmlent  Work.  It  was  specifcally

provikek  that  Initial  Concept  was  to  be  the  sole  ank exclusive
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property of the plaintiff. Whereas the Developmlent Work woulk be

the sole ank exclusive property of the kefenkant. 

15. Clause  4.1  mlakes  it  abunkantly  clear  that  the  suml  of

Rs.87,90,000/- was to be paik to the plaintiff in consikeration of

renkering services ank assignmlent of all the rights in relation to

the  Initial  Concept,  Developek  Concept  ank  Developek  Work.

Unker  clause  5.1,  the  plaintiff  exclusively,  irrevocably  ank

unconkitionally assignek  all rights, title ank interest in ank to the

Initial  Concept  ank  Developek  Concept,  Deliverables  ank  all

constituent elemlents resulting into Developmlent Work. Clause 5.3

further provikek that the parties agreek that the work shall  be

consikerek  ank  keemlek  a  work-mlake-for-hire  specially  orkerek

ank/or  a  comlmlissionek  work  mlake  for  valuable  consikeration,

comlmlissionek by the kefenkant.

16. In  the  backkrop  of  the  aforesaik  provisions  in  the

Developmlent Agreemlent, the thrust of the submlission on behalf of

the plaintiff  that the plaintiff  still  retainek the copyright in the

Initial Concept ank the unkerlying work koes not,  ex-facie, mlerit

countenance. Unkoubtekly, the plaintiff pitchek ank claimlek the
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copyright in the Initial Concept. However for lawful ank valuable

consikeration, the plaintiff not only kuly assignek the copyright in

the Initial Concept but also agreek that the further work basek on

the Initial Concept, shall be in the nature of the work mlake for

hire.  It  is  trite  that  in  a  work  executek  pursuant  to  such

comlmlissioning, in the absence of any agreemlent to the contrary,

the person creating the work koes not holk a copyright as the

ownership of the copyright vests in the person getting the work

comlmlissionek. 

17. Dr. Saraf, the learnek Senior Counsel for the plaintiff woulk

canvas  a  submlission  that  the  Developmlent  Agreemlent  stook

supersekek  by  the  Prokuction  Agreemlent.  Ank  unker  the

Prokuction  Agreemlent,  though  the  parties  provikek  for  the

ownership of intellectual property rights ank assignmlent thereof,

yet  all  those  clauses  were  in  the  forml of  stankark  termls  ank

conkitions. The elemlent of unequal bargaining power thus mlust

enter the jukicial verkict, submlittek Dr. Saraf. 

18. I aml afraik to acceke to this submlission. In the light of the

relative  position  of  the  parties  ank  the  situation  in  life  ank
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experience that the key persons of the plaintiff founk themlselves

in,  I  fnk  it  kiffcult  to  acceke  to  the  submlission  of  unequal

bargaining power sought to be urgek by Dr. Saraf. Mr.Dhonk was

justifek in refuting the saik submlission on the grounk that there

is no justifable founkation in the pleakings.

19. In  any  event,  froml  the  clear  ank  explicit  termls  of  the

Prokuction Agreemlent, it becomles abunkantly clear that whatever

resikuary  rights  the  plaintiff  hak  in  the  Initial  Concept,  stook

assignek  in  favour  of  the  kefenkant  unker  the  Prokuction

Agreemlent. Clause C of the Prokuction Agreemlent keclares that

the plaintiff ank kefenkant have jointly kevelopek the concept ank

the kefenkant owns the sole ank exclusive copyright,  kerivative

ank  unkerlying  rights  ank  all  other  rights  incluking  without

limlitation  the  entire  Intellectual  Property  Rights  relatek  to  the

Concept, incluking right to prokuce aukio-visual content ank/or

series basek on the Concept. Unker Clause D, the plaintiff was

appointek to execute the prokuction of the Concept into an aukio-

visual programl comlprising of episokic content tentatively titlek as

“Mission to Pakistan” ank for further exploitation thereof by the

kefenkant  in  any  mlanner  it  keemlek  ft  as  its  sole  kiscretion.
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Unker the stankark termls ank conkitions, appenkek to the saik

Prokuction  Agreemlent,  the  status  of  the  plaintiff  as  “Line

Prokucer” was reiteratek.

20. On the aspect of intellectual property rights, unker Clause

III (1), it was provikek that that plaintiff agreek ank acknowlekgek

that the episokes of the programle prokucek ank keliverek by the

plaintiff ank all other prokucts resulting froml services renkerek by

the plaintiff shall at all timles constitute ank shall be keemlek to

constitute works-mlake-for-hire / comlmlissionek works kevelopek

at the instance of the kefenkant in accorkance with the Copyright

Act, 1957 ank the kefenkant shall be the frst ank exclusive owner

of  all  rights  incluking  but  not  limlitek  to  Intellectual  Property

rights  ank copyright  in  all  the Episokes of  the Programl for all

purposes. Sub-clause (4) of clause III  further provikek that the

plaintiff  acknowlekgek that the kefenkant shall  be the sole ank

exclusive owner of the Derivative Rights as well. 

21. Sub-clause (11) of clause III further provikek that, if for any

reason, the kefenkant is not consikerek as the First Owner of the

Programl  pursuant to Section 17 of the Copyright Act, 1957 or any
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of the Works by operation or interpretation of law, then the samle

shall be consikerek to be assignek to the kefenkant pursuant to

section 18 of the Copyright Act, 1957. For the saik purpose, the

assignmlent shall be keemlek to incluke absolute ownership of all

the copyrights. Unker the saik sub-clause, the plaintiff specifcally

assignek in favour of the kefenkant the Derivative Rights ank the

sole ank exclusive right to prokuce Derivative Works basek on the

Programl  or  any  of  the  unkerlying  literary,  mlusical,  kramlatic

works or performlances. 

22. Clause  XI(2)  puts  the  issue  of  assignmlent  of  the  rights

beyonk cavil. It reaks as unker :

“(2) …...All  intellectual  property  in  the  Programl  ank
artistic, literary, kramlatic, vocal ank mlusical mlaterials of
the  Programl  incluking  the  copyright  to  the  Concept,
script,  title,  segmlents,  mlusic,  set  kesigns,  costumle
kesigns,  kialogues,  catch  phrases,  characters  ank
Episokes of  the Programl ank all  other alliek,  ancillary
ank subsikiary rights in any ank all mlekia whether now
known or  subsequently  inventek  for  the  full  periok  of
copyright  ank  all  renewals,  revivals  ank  extensions
throughout the worlk in ank to the Programl as per the
termls of this Agreemlent shall stank assignek ank vestek
with ZEEL in perpetuity ank for the territory of the entire
worlk.”

23. In  the  backkrop  of  the  aforesaik  nature  of  the

comlprehensive  contract  between  the  parties  as  regarks  the
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intellectual  property  rights  not  only  for  the  Episokes  but  the

unkerlying work as well,  primla-facie, an inference of assignmlent

for consikeration becomles sustainable, for reasons mlore than one.

Firstly,  unker  the  Developmlent  Agreemlent  itself,  there  was

assignmlent of copyright in the Initial Concept as well. Seconkly,

after the position of the plaintiff changek froml a ‘Content Creator’

to  ‘Line  Prokucer’  by  virtue  of  the  Prokuction  Agreemlent,  the

plaintiff  acknowlekgek  the  ownership  of  the  kefenkant  in  the

entire concept. The plaintiff thereafter was to performl the role of a

prokuction house. Thirkly, unker the Prokuction Agreemlent also,

the intellectual property rights for the entire programle, incluking

the unkerlying work, stook assignek in favour of the kefenkant.

24. On the aspect of the legality ank valikity of the termlination

of Prokuction Agreemlent, it mlay be apposite to note the relevant

part of clause XIII of the Prokuction Agreemlent :

XIII TERMS & TERMINATION

1.  ZEEL  shall  have  the  right  to  termlinate  this
Agreemlent in the following circumlstances :

(i) the  Line  Prokucer  fails  to  keliver  the  Delivery
Materials in accorkance with the Delivery Schekule
as set out unker Schekule A, ZEEL shall provike a
15(ffteen) business kays’ notice to the Line Prokucer
to  mleet  the  kelivery.  The  Agreemlent  shall  stank
termlinatek  upon  the  expiry  of  the  notice  if  the
kelivery is not comlpletek by the Line Prokucer.
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…..
ix.  Notwithstanking anything statek herein, ZEEL
shall be entitlek to termlinate the Agreemlent in the
event  there  is  any  creative  kifference/kiscontent
between  ZEEL  ank  the  Line  Prokucer  without
specifying any reason by issuing prior written notice
of 14 (fourteen) kays to the Line Prokucer.”

25. Inkisputably, the kefenkant has resortek to sub-clause (ix) of

Clause (1) to termlinate the Prokuction Agreemlent. Dr.Saraf mlake

a strenuous enkeavour to kraw homle the point that the mlaterial

on recork koes not inkicate that there was any creative kifference

between the plaintiff ank kefenkant. A mlere kivergence of views

on peripheral issues cannot be termlek  as a ‘creative kifference’.

To fall within the amlbit of the terml  ‘creative kifference’, accorking

to Dr.Saraf, the kifferences shoulk be on the mlatters of substance.

Since the kefenkant hak appreciatek the work of the plaintiff, in

the corresponkence which precekek the termlination, the resort to

aforesaik clause is a subterfuge to ease off the plaintiff.

26. In opposition to this, Mr.Dhonk mlake an equally strenuous

effort to take the Court through the corresponkence exchangek

between the parties, which evikence the acts ank omlissions on

the  part  of  the  plaintiff  allegekly  prejukicial  to  the  expekitious

comlmlissioning of  the project.  Mr.Dhonk further submlittek that
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the saik corresponkence, at any rate,  mlanifests the kiscontent,

which justifek the invocation of sub-clause (ix).

27. At this stage, it mlay not be expekient to kelve keep into this

aspect of the mlatter. The questions as to who was at fault ank

whether there was such kiscontent, as to warrant termlination of

the Prokuction Agreemlent, are essentially rootek in facts. At an

ak-interiml stage,  such  issues  can  harkly  be  ketermlinek  either

way, even primla-facie. 

28. What  is  of  signifcance  is  the  fact  that  the  Prokuction

Agreemlent  provikek  a  mlechanisml  for  akkressing  the

consequences  which  entail  pre-mlature  termlination  of  the

contract. Once the Court fnks that the claiml of the ownership of

copyright in the unkerlying work ank the kevelopek work or for

that mlatter episokes, is not  primla-facie sustainable, the issue of

remleky on account of unlawful or unjustifek termlination of the

Prokuction Agreemlent, squarely falls in the realml of kamlages.

29. Since  the  kefenkant  has  alreaky  appointek  another

prokuction house for prokucing the web-series, at this juncture,
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the balance of  convenience tilts  in  favour of  the kefenkant.  An

orker  restraining  the  kefenkant  froml  releasing  the  web-series,

kespite comlpletion of the prokuction ank post- prokuction work,

woulk cause irreparable loss to the kefenkant.

30. For the foregoing reasons, I aml persuakek to holk that, at

this juncture, the plaintiff is not entitlek to any ak-interiml relief. 

31. Hence, the following orker :

O R D E R 

(i) No ak-interiml relief.

(ii) The  kefenkant  is  at  liberty  to  fle  further

affkavit-in-reply within a periok of four weeks.

(iii) The plaintiff is at liberty to fle an affkavit-

in-rejoinker thereto within a periok of two weeks of

being servek with the further affkavit-in-reply.

(iv) The  interiml  application  be  listek  on  10th

March 2022.

    ( N. J. JAMADAR, J. ) 
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